
Serenading the Season – Thames Philharmonic Choir’s glorious Christmas concert 

All Saints’ Kingston (10th December) was the setting for the latest magnificent Christmas 

concert to be given by the Thames Philharmonic Choir, the musical jewel of south west London.  

The beautifully restored church, shimmering beneath the celestial blue ceiling and the mighty 

roof beams, provided the ideal setting for the concert’s rich musical fare, comprising Ralph 

Vaughan Williams’ Serenade To Music, carols and other works celebrating  Christmas, and part 

one of Handel’s evergreen Messiah.   

Serenade to Music is not specifically a Christmas work, but it was chosen to commemorate this 

year’s 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s death. The text is taken from The Merchant of 

Venice. It is a discussion about music, one that takes place beneath the stars in the magic of 

the night. The lyrical beauty of the writing – How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank!  – 

is matched by the sensuality of the music. Composed in 1938 to honour Sir Henry Wood, the 

premiere performance brought together some of the finest soloists, musicians and choral 

ensembles of its day. Happily, comparable musical ingredients were re-assembled during the 

recent concert. Four remarkable young soloists – Louise Fuller (soprano), Rosanna Cooper 

(alto), Thomas Erlank (tenor) and Kieren Rayner (bass) – performed with warmth, power and 

fine attention to the subtleties of the words and music. The individual performances in the work 

are of short duration, but require precision to bring out effectively the dynamism of the drama 

and the climactic moments to be found therein. The Choir itself provided accompaniment that 

was beautifully ethereal leading to the exquisite final diminuendo. The Thames Festival 

Orchestra, under its distinguished guest leader, Alison Kelly, complemented the voices with 

sensitive pastoral sounds along with Stephen Disley’s delicate piano work.   

The remaining works in the first half provided a diverse range of Christmas musical styles, the 

centrepiece of which were the six Abingdon Carols, written by Bryan Kelly in 1973. These take 

as their starting point various texts, including a Galician carol, William Blake, traditional and 

medieval pieces. Written for Abingdon School, the carols are at once accessible and interesting, 

and frequently humorous, particularly The carnal and the crane. In this context, “carnal” refers to 

a crow, although such a reference is not to be found in the Concise OED. The Choir performed 

them with clarity and zest, generally in a high register. The mostly light tones contrasted, 

however, with that of the concluding carol, Sweet dreams, form a shade (William Blake).  The 

Choir conveyed poignantly the melancholy inherent in the work as the Virgin observes the infant 

Christ asleep and anticipates the day when she will shed tears, presumably at the time of His 

Crucifixion: While o’er thee thy mother weep.  These carols were bookended by Hodie Christus 

Natus Est, one by the Venetian Gabrieli and the second by Dutch composer Jan Pieterszoon 

Sweelinck. Gabrieli’s is a demanding miniature masterpiece, the rhythmic complexities of which 

were performed with skill and discipline. This exuberant work, full of rich intertwining, was 

brought to an exuberant and uplifting finale. The first half closed with Sweelinck’s companion 

piece, an even more exuberant work full of “glorias” and similar exclamations.   

Part one of Handel’s Messiah provided the evening’s main course after the interval. For this, the 

full musical forces of the orchestra returned along with the outstanding soloists and Stephen 

Disley, the celebrated organist from Southwark Cathedral, back on the organ stool rather than 



the piano. Despite our familiarity with the work, when performed to the high standards set by the 

Thames Philharmonic Choir, it retains a freshness, excitement and splendour that few other 

works can provide. From the dramatic orchestral opening to the concluding affirmation of the 

gifts that the Messiah will bring, the audience was treated to a dazzling and varied series of 

musical tableaux, the texts for which were mainly provided by the Old Testament interspersed 

with elements of the Christmas story as told in the Gospels. Messiah does not present a 

conventional narrative, but rather a series of contemplations on the life of Christ and Christian 

redemption. Charles Jennens, who compiled the libretto from the Bible, was a devout Christian.   

Nevertheless, the central part of the work, from For unto us a child is born through to the 

witnessing of the heavenly host by the shepherds, contains a central part of the joyous 

Christmas story. The Pastoral Symphony section of Messiah, delicately performed by the 

Orchestra, led into perhaps the loveliest recitative of the evening in which soprano Louise Fuller 

delivered good tidings of great joy (the birth of the Saviour). The passage is relatively 

unembellished musically and in this performance enjoyed understated soft organ 

accompaniment from Stephen Disley. The passage concluded, however, with more exuberance 

from the Choir as it declared, Glory to God in the highest, and peace on earth, goodwill toward 

men. The pause in musical proceedings that followed was exquisite.  

Throughout, the Choir’s Artistic Director, John Bate, marshalled the considerable musical forces 

with his customary seemingly unruffled authority. He and the Choir together with the soloists 

and musicians thoroughly deserved the thunderous applause for what was a truly glorious 

evening of music making.    
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